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Cop some of the funny side of policing with
real ‘Glasgow characters’
Some of Harry the Polis’ best stories are inside:
• Elton John’s special surprise
• Brian Cloughs Celtic double
• How to solve a Prison Riot… Fast!
• Wee Jock and the Iranian Embassy siege
• Or infamous drug trafficker Howard Marks biggest regret…
The hilarious adventures of Harry the Polis as recalled by ex-polis Harry Morris, the self-appointed Chief
Constable of funny stories, continue with the publication of his tenth book, The Last Night on the Beat. Full
of brilliant anecdotes, oddball characters, quick comebacks and unlikely excuses, Harry demonstrates true
Glaswegian humour at its finest.
Harry Morris is out to show a side of our industrious police force that we don’t often see – the lighter side.
His time with the Glasgow and Strathclyde constabulary, or ‘polis’ for short, hasn’t robbed Harry of his sense
of humour, and every wily witness, cocky con, and sarcastic sergeant he ever rubbed up against is here in
page after page of humorous stories. Here is the definitive collection of Harry the Polis tales that will tempt
your laughter lines into making an appearance and have you flashing your gnashers.

Harry Morris served for twenty-nine years in various posts for Strathclyde Police. He first began writing
down the funny stories that surrounded him as a way to brighten up the internal newsletter but making
people laugh soon became Harry the Polis’s real passion.

Harry Morris lives in Glasgow and is available for interview.
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